Virtual Event Studio

Our Virtual Event Studio is one of the only studios in the United
States that was built to facilitate interaction with a virtual audience.
We offer sets with multiple configurations, ideal for presentations,
in-person panels and virtual guests.

How It’s Interactive
Audience Wall
Our interactive studio features a giant
video wall that gives speakers the ability
to see and interact with their online
audience.
Our video wall puts your entire audience
in the front row.

One-On-One
Pick an audience member (or have them
volunteer) to chat with you directly using
our one-on-one screen.
The screen is also useful for remote
guest interviews and virtual panels.

Chat Wall
Engage your audience by asking them
questions and watching as they type
replies and comments on a large format
video screen.
The chat wall is a great way to solicit
instant feedback and view multiple
answers quickly.

Control Room

Virtual events are produced from our on-site Control Room.
In early 2021, Dynamic completed buildout of a state-of-the-art control
room. Over 20 monitors, 16 computers, 5 switchers (and many other
technologies) enable us the ability to create highly interactive streaming
experiences.
In the control room, the Dynamic crew can switch multiple cameras, mix
audio, add graphics, and bring in video from multiple sources, presenters,
guests, and audiences.

Our network is engineered on an enterprise fiber connection with
multiple layers of internet redundancy (including coax and bonded data)
and backup power protection.

Our Facility
Our 4,000 sq ft facility features two studios, production space, offices,
and a client suite with green room and private bath.
The entire facility received a floor-to-ceiling renovation in 2021.
Clients are invited to relax, work, and prepare for production in a 600 sq ft
client suite featuring seating, a work area, and a variety of refreshments
and beverages.

CLIENT SUITE

About Dynamic
In the studio or on location... we are North Carolina's only video
production company dedicated solely to live video streaming.
Dynamic Video was founded in 2012 as one of the only companies in
the Southeastern US dedicated solely to live streaming video.
In 2016, Dynamic opened its first live streaming studio in Durham,
NC. This facility was expanded and upgraded with a major
renovation in late 2021.
During the expansion and renovation of our space, all new
equipment (studio + location equipment) was commissioned. All
equipment used today is broadcast grade and less than a year old.
Our team of video professionals handle every step of the live
streaming process. We can stream directly from your location, our
streaming studio, or a hybrid combination!

A few of our trusted partners:

Platforms
Dynamic Video is able to stream to any single platform, or multiple
platforms at the same time. We can also embed on your website.
We also offer our proprietary Dynamic Platform that provides the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A customized URL (ex: myevent.streamdynamic.com)
Optional credentialing (validate email, passcode, etc.)
Document download
Moderated Q&A for panelists
Agendas
Closed captioning (for an additional fee)
…and more!

Or, stream to one (or more) of these platforms:

